Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Nov 7, 10:30 – 12pm via Zoom

Present: Ceri Nishihara (chair), Rob Turner, Natasha Merchant, Yusuf Pisan,

Guests: Lindsay Blackie, Erin Espedal, Wisam Berry, Carrie Tzou, Jose Rodriguez

Curriculum Reviewed:

B BIO 285
SEMINAR IN BIOLOGY
CCASC Recommendations: Rephrase in-class language in syllabus to reflect the DL nature of that course medium. Ensure that hours for the course add up to 9 for both in-person and DL instructional hours.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

B EDUC 241
TIME IN SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS: SUN, MOON, CLOCKS, AND CONTAMINANTS
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

UG-B GWSS-MINOR
GENDER, WOMEN, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

UG-B IND-MAJOR
SOCIAL SCIENCES
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

UG-COMP E-MAJOR
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

UG-B EE-MAJOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

BIS 399
PORTFOLIO AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED
UG-B MATH-MAJOR
MATHEMATICS
CCASC Recommendations:
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

Council discussed how best to inform students that a course may require materials that pose unforeseen costs.

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 12:00pm
Next meeting will be Nov 22, 10:30am-12pm